


   

IMPROVING HOMES
We believe everyone can have access to a high quality home.

Old methods of building, with bricks and concrete blocks, are... old. 
Collapsed buildings due to earthquakes and hurricanes can be 

avoided. Affordable housing doesn't have to mean poorly 
constructed housing. Homes that are not energy efficient effect 

homeowner's quality of life and finances.

FastBloc is a type of Insulated Concrete Form (ICF) providing 
affordable, safe, energy efficient homes for families worldwide.

Improving homes is important because it leads to...

“Insulated Concrete Forms are revolutionizing
the construction industry because of the exceptional
energy efficiency, comfort, safety ratings, and speed of
construction at lower total cost.”
http://www.morderintelligence.com

why FastBloc?



Families that live in high quality 

homes have an asset they can 

build their future on. An asset that 

can be passed on to future 

generations.

Homes that are built with greater 

structural integrity give 

homeowners a peace of mind 

knowing their families will be safe 

from man and Mother Nature.

Energy efficient homes save 

homeowners valuable discretionary 

income, allowing them to invest 

more into their families and create 

a better quality of life.

Improving the quality of life for 

families is important because it 

leads to...

improving lives





Introducing the
FastBloc Building System





 finishes

Multiple styles of exterior and 

interior finishes possible.

Plaster, drywall, stucco, and 

stone are easily applied.

Simple two step application 

includes paint, saving time.





Builders save an average of 
30% on wall construction 
costs using FastBloc.*

Puerto Peñasco, Sonora, Mexico
*Prices may vary based on local markets.

cost savings Time

On average, FastBloc reduces 

wall construction time by 50%, 

reducing labor and interest carry 

costs.


Simple is Better

Unlike other ICF's, FastBloc is 

ready to use the moment it's 

delivered and minimal bracing is 

required during the construction 

process.


Utilities

Faster utility installation reduces 

construction time and costs.

Non-Skilled Labor
One of the greatest advantages 

of FastBloc is it does not require 

skilled masons and is so simple 

people with no construction 

experience can be trained in 

hours.


Total Savings

The increased speed of 

construction and lower labor 

costs provide on average a 30% 

savings in wall construction 

costs.*



 energy 
 efficiency study

THERMAL STUDY PROVES AN INSULATING CONCRETE FORM WALL CAN 
ACHIEVE UP TO 60% ENERGY SAVINGS AND 58% GREATER R-VALUES FOR 
HOME AND BUILDING OWNERS.

“Up to 60% more energy is 

used with a 2" x 6" wood 

frame wall system vs. an 

ICF wall system.”

The Insulating Concrete Forms Manufacturers 
Association (ICFMA) recently commissioned CLEB 
Laboratories (formerly known as Air-Ins Inc.) to 
conduct the first in a series of accredited whole wall 
thermal studies. This installment compared a 2” x 
6” traditional insulated wood frame cavity wall to a 
standard 6 inch (150mm) core insulating concrete 
form (ICF) wall. The study was overwhelmingly 
revealing; confirming dramatically superior 
energy-efficiency performance and an overall better 
R-Value/RSI demonstrated by the ICF Wall 
assembly.

For decades, the ICF Industry has been asked to 
provide definitive proof that thermal mass, the 
air-tightness and continuous insulation features of 
ICF walls deliver real, quantifiable benefits in terms 
of overall energy-savings and achieved 
R-Values/RSI. Many studies have been conducted 
in the past by the Portland Cement Association 
(PCA), the Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation (CMHC) and the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) all of which 
were either based on limited field comparisons or 
thermographic computer modeling. This is the first 
time a SCC & IAC Accredited, and Internationally 
recognized testing facility has been commissioned 
to evaluate a realistic side-by-side comparison of 
the two types of wall assemblies within a single 
study.

The test results confirm the following:

• The tested ICF wall assembly provided 58% 
better effective R-Value/RSI than the tested 2” x 6” 
wall assembly

• The tested ICF wall assembly generated up to 
60% energy savings compared to the tested 2” x 6” 
wall assembly

• The measurable contributions of the ICF wall 
assembly’s thermal mass and the interior and 
exterior layers of continuous insulation

What does this mean for consumers? Consider two 
typical homes, each with 2,000 square feet of wall 
area – one constructed in wood frame to permitted 
code, the other constructed using ICF technology 
and subjecting both to the same test condition. 
When incorporating the average kWH value for all 
North America, this study indicates that in many 
climate zones that during the most extreme cold 
conditions an ICF wall can save between $140 and 
$190 per month in equivalent electrical 
consumption when compared to a traditionally 
constructed wood frame wall.

http://icf-ma.org/resources/
thermal-study/



FastBloc can withstand 200 mph hurricanes, 
savings homes and lives in high wind areas.



 FastBloc vs. 
 masonry brick

How does FastBloc stack up to Masonry Brick?
There's really no comparison.

Lower Labor Costs- Unskilled labor can be trained to build with FastBloc in hours, creating massive 
savings compared to expensive Masonry tradesmen.

Faster Construction- The time to construct walls is reduced by over 50%, decreasing labor costs 
while increasing the volume of units built.

Stronger Buildings-FastBloc can be engineered to withstand earthquakes and hurricanes, creating 
peace of mind and homes that will last generations.

High Insulation Values- Electric bills have been cut in half with FastBloc, saving homeowners money 
while minimizing impact on local power grids.

Easier Utility Installation- Electrical and plumbing systems are easy to install, decreasing construction 
time and installation costs.

Sound Barrier- FastBloc reduces noise between rooms, creating better living environments, especially 
in multi-family dwellings.

Reduce Job site Related Injuries- Masons lift an estimated 1.8 million pounds of block per year. 
FastBloc can reduce that number by 1.5 million pounds.

Low Cost- Walls made with FastBloc are more cost efficient than Masonry Brick.

Green Construction- FastBloc can help your construction project attain certifications for using green, 
recyclable, energy efficient construction materials.













 gallery: 
 high end homes



 certifications

countries built in
armenia

brazil

costa rica

dominican republic

haiti

honduras

mexico

uganda

united states



http://www.fastblocs.com
mailto:info@fastblocs.com

